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 tolerance (T) and知道 انقلابen self-reflection (Self-reflection) is. Therefore, even with the legalisation of nurse's competence, attention to the method of achieving this competence and the advancement of this stage in the years to come is important [6, 3].

- Test the ethical conditions of nursing at the entrance to the training institute and the need for nurse's competence?
- In the context that nurses' work is carried out at a distance from the world, does it affect and reverse the work of nurses in a specialized hospital (as mentioned)?
- In the context that one of the fundamental conditions for achieving competence in nurses is having appropriate information, especially in the working conditions of nurses and statistical data of human resources [8], does the national registration system in the country for nurses and statistical data of human resources [9], does the national registration system in the country for nurses
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۱. ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت

ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت بایستی به‌صورت دوگانه داشته باشند: اخلاقی و قانونی. احراز صلاحیت نه تنها بایستی از نظر حقوق و قانون صادقباً و اصولاً باشد، بلکه بایستی به‌صورت مفهومی و اخلاقی نیز باشد.

۲. ضرورت‌های اخلاقی

اجراهای صلح‌آمیز، اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت بایستی به‌صورت دوگانه داشته باشند: اخلاقی و قانونی. احراز صلاحیت نه تنها بایستی از نظر حقوق و قانون صادقباً و اصولاً باشد، بلکه بایستی به‌صورت مفهومی و اخلاقی نیز باشد.

۳. ضرورت‌های قانونی

ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت بایستی به‌صورت دوگانه داشته باشند: اخلاقی و قانونی. احراز صلاحیت نه تنها بایستی از نظر حقوق و قانون صادقباً و اصولاً باشد، بلکه بایستی به‌صورت مفهومی و اخلاقی نیز باشد.

۴. ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت

ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت بایستی به‌صورت دوگانه داشته باشند: اخلاقی و قانونی. احراز صلاحیت نه تنها بایستی از نظر حقوق و قانون صادقباً و اصولاً باشد، بلکه بایستی به‌صورت مفهومی و اخلاقی نیز باشد.

۵. ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت

ضرورت‌های اخلاقی و قانونی احراز صلاحیت بایستی به‌صورت دوگانه داشته باشند: اخلاقی و قانونی. احراز صلاحیت نه تنها بایستی از نظر حقوق و قانون صادقباً و اصولاً باشد، بلکه بایستی به‌صورت مفهومی و اخلاقی N
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Looking to the International Council of Nurses Code of Ethics, of which Iran is a part, we realize that the most essential element in this Statute is nurses' professional liability against people, which needs nursing cares (1, 2). Professional competence is defined as a combination of knowledge, attitudes, skills, values and capability of superior and better performance or effective monitoring on such performance in professional careers. Today, the notion of qualification is specialized practices for accountability and auditing and as a managerial, educational, moral and cultural concept that has been taken into account among medical researchers and scientists, more than ever (3). Since the competence of the nursing system of a country is dependent on the competence of nurses, in the last century this concept has been of particular interest in the world and especially in nursing so that the most advanced countries with different approaches and techniques (hours of continuing education, theoretical and practical tests, verified Clinical working hours and earning university degrees) have implemented clinical qualification of nurses (4).

However, professional competence of nurses has not been well considered in Iran and issues on clinical competence, such as the qualifications, measurement problems and executive process of clinical competence have been far less discussed. This concept has perhaps failed to be implemented because its needs, issues and ethical, legal, educational, managerial and professional challenges have not been adequately discussed yet. However, clinical competence has not turned into a law yet in Iran (Step one: verifying act of professional competence). But it should be noted that the rules always considered the least as performance standards (so it must be recognized that clinical qualification according to the practices mentioned does not mean complete clinical competence), therefore, acting within the rules does not mean complying with the highest professional principles. So the most important thing in the professional competence and ability are self-regulation and self-reflection. Hence, even with the legalization of professional competence, it is important to pay attention to the method of obtaining this qualification and to promote step by step in consecutive years (5, 6).

• Are clinical conditions for professional qualification available? And can the poor working conditions and other problems the nursing profession be an excuse for lack of professional authentication of nurses?
• Given that nurses’ performance in a remote spot of the world will affect nurses’ performance in a specialty hospital and vice versa (7). Can nurses without clinical competence question professional function
of their colleagues, with respect to their own experience?

- Given that one of the basic conditions for nurses’ clinical qualification is to have the right information about the working conditions of nurses and proper labor force statistics (8), is there a national registration system for nurses in the private and public sectors and for working retirees?

- We must have minimum standards of care for clinical qualification, and these standards should specify what care, at what time and how is supposed to be done (9), because, qualification of nurses must be based on these standards. Therefore, evaluation procedures should be determined, at least, in a general way and even for special and public sectors and also it should be specified that the definition of competence in different sectors (special and public) for nurses is different or similar?

It should also be noted that these standards should be updated over specific periods by scientific-professional nursing associations (10).

- Of other requirements for the development of specialized nursing associations to set the standards is to determine the procedures and scores related to criteria in clinical qualification of nurses.

- One of legal and ethical prerequisites of nurses’ clinical qualification is that what organization (public or private) or association has the authority and liability to verify clinical competence and what organization underwrites these organizations so that the qualifications verified by them are reliable.

- Another legal and educational prerequisite of nurses’ clinical qualification is that what clinical competency-based training and by what organizations can be offered to nurses to prepare them for qualification tests? Can the current situation of education in hospitals and power confrontation between the in-service training, continuing education, educational offices in hospitals and nursing offices of Health Deputy organize the existing conditions?

- Another point that should be considered as a clinical qualification is the need to certain changes in the system of training, recruitment and management, resource allocation, promotion, approving certificates, a work permission or the annual evaluation, because it is necessary that the existing rules be compatible with the clinical qualification phenomenon of clinical and with its authentication process.

- Of other changes predictable in the education system will be the fact that continuing and in-service education programs will find their place in nursing profession in a specialized way. And even nursing students will be applicants for the training to help them prepare for their theoretical and practical tests of professional competence in the future. Therefore, the undergraduate education system should change, in parallel with the standards defined by the scientific community.

- What and how many facilities and areas for training and evaluation of clinical competence of nurses are in need?

- In what way should the qualification process be developed so that it is scientific and appropriate?

- What are the punitive and persuasive rules and tools in this context?

- How are we supposed to achieve consensus on raised issues and challenges to bring about the most participation and the least stress?

In general, to reach a consensus on the professional, organizational, ethical, educational and legal issues of clinical qualification, one should respond to the aforementioned questions and concerns so that professional competence can be executed in the country in order to prevent unethical, illegal and unprofessional measures, because the issues of clinical competency are vital for nurses and senior managers of organizations that are responsible for nursing and for organizations in charge of public health.
And such issues cannot be solved easily without an exchange of views with and the presence of specialists alongside the authorities.

On the other hand, several studies have shown that the more the nurses are clinically competent, the more satisfied the patients and their companions will be with the nursing services provided in hospitals.

Today, due to further growth of technology and the promotion of community awareness, organizations providing health services to the community needs to maintain and upgrade clients’ satisfaction levels more than ever. And it is not possible except by maintaining clinical competence of nurses.